ABSTRACT Oxygen-Inserted (OI) layers are shown to shield a buried boron profile from oxidation enhanced diffusion. A TCAD model for the OI layer, including point defect and dopant trapping, as implemented in Sentaurus Process is shown to match experimental results, demonstrating the retention of steeper boron profiles after oxidation. Incorporation of the oxygen insertion layers into a CMOS process increases on-current and reduces threshold variability and mismatch.
I. INTRODUCTION
Boron diffusion in silicon is strongly enhanced by interstitials [1] . This is most evident for low temperature anneals with relatively little intrinsic diffusion. Interstitials can be generated by implants, resulting in transientenhanced-diffusion (TED), or via thermal oxidation, yielding oxidation-enhanced-diffusion (OED). In a typical CMOS process a well is created by ion implantation, then a gate insulator is thermally formed, causing OED of the well dopants. Source/drain and halo implants generate interstitials contributing to diffusion of profiles later in the process (TED). Steep doping gradients are important to device scaling, so reducing interstitials near the channel region during anneals is critical.
Doping control is important in a broad range of technologies. In planar CMOS, doping gradients in the channel and source/drain extensions are critical to scaling [2] , and limiting the influence of doping variability [3] . In bulk FinFET CMOS, doping control of the punch-through stopper improves gate control of the channel, especially in lowoff-current devices [4] - [6] . But legacy planar nodes, for example 130 nm, remain active in present designs (e.g., [7] ), and planar silicon CMOS remains popular in cost-sensitive higher-power technologies such as 5 volt [8] .
Blocking layers can reduce interstitial populations. For example, inserting Si-Ge-C into the silicon [9] reduces boron diffusion. Carbon immobilizes silicon interstitials, allowing for the formation of steeper profiles. A carbon dose of 6 × 10 14 /cm 2 was able to reduce, but clearly not eliminate, diffusion of a buried boron marker during an 850 C, 30 min anneal. We propose another approach: utilizing buried epitaxial oxygen inserted (OI) layers to trap interstitials. OI layers were demonstrated to effectively preserve super-steep retrograde profiles in MOSFET channels from TED [6] . OI layers have been shown to reduce TED and thereby reduce junction depths [10] . Here we examine their effect on OED.
This experiment was described in our prior publication [11] . Here we present results for additional anneal conditions and a more sophisticated process model, with improved matching between simulation and experiment.
II. EXPERIMENTS
A silicon structure was epitaxially deposited as shown in Fig. 1 . The following were deposited, in sequence:
1) an undoped epitaxial silicon buffer, 2) a 3 nm buried marker layer with a boron dose of approximately 2 × 10 12 /cm 2 , 3) a nominally 50 nm undoped buffer, 4) a 14 nm OI region with oxygen dose comparable to the carbon dose used in [9] (omitted for control case), 5) another nominally 50 nm undoped buffer, In addition to oxidation, inert anneals could also have been tested. However, these require substantial care to avoid oxidation as the wafers are loaded into and removed from the furnace. For example, inert anneals can be performed in the epitaxial reactor without breaking vacuum.
III. CONTROL CASE
To model the structure, the boron marker layers were treated as piecewise analytic profiles. The primary boron peaks were generated with smoothed boxes, formed with the superposition of two error functions. Additional exponential tails were fit to the unannealed profiles. The local maximum of a tail and the rounded box were used for the final profile. This "marker kernel" was applied to the positions of the individual markers, the same for each, and the same for each wafer. This is a simplification relative to fitting each marker individually.
To compare simulated results with SIMS measurements, the Gautier convolution kernel [12] was applied to the simulated "true" profiles. To this an additional surface component, proportional to e −xν , with x ≡ depth and ν = 0.6, was added to model surface contamination in the experimental SIMS. This process is important when simulating steep dopant profiles: to directly compare a simulation with SIMS would result in artificial smoothing of the actual profile.
SIMS profiles for the first two anneals without the OI region are shown in Fig. 2 , along with S-Process simulations. The boron is substantially diffused such that the marker layers overlap, most notably in the 850 C anneal. The S-Process AdvancedCalibration models reproduce these results well, providing confidence in the process simulation's model for interstitial injection from dry oxidation and for the effect of interstitials on boron diffusion.
IV. MODELING OF OI LAYERS
Modeling of OI layers included both the evolution of the layers themselves, and how they interact with point defects and dopants: 1) Oxygen can be liberated from an OI layer, creating free oxygen, at a rate proportional to the oxygen dose in the OI layer. 2) Free oxygen can be absorbed by an OI layer, proportional to the product of the concentration of free oxygen and the dose of trapped oxygen in the OI layer. 3) Free oxygen can diffuse, per Ficks Law. 4) Free oxygen diffusion is retarded by an OI layer, resulting in a finite difference of free oxygen across an OI layer proportional to the dose of trapped oxygen there and proportional to the free oxygen normal diffusive flux.
1174 VOLUME 6, 2018 5) Interstitials are captured at the OI layer proportional to the adjacent concentrations of interstitials and proportional to available point defect trapping sites. Total point defect trapping sites are considered proportional to the trapped oxygen dose. 6) Vacancies are captured at the OI layer proportional to the adjacent concentrations of vacancies and proportional to available point defect trapping sites. 7) Interstitials and vacancies trapped at the OI layer can recombine, proportional to the product of the two area densities. 8) Boron is trapped by the OI layer, proportional to available sites for boron trapping and to each adjacent boron concentration. Dopant trapping sites are proportional to the trapped oxygen. Oxidation injects primarily interstitials [13] , not vacancies, so vacancy modeling is non-critical. Additionally, since the profiles were formed separate from the OI region, dopant trapping and other direct dopant-OI interactions are deemphasized. However, as will be seen, dopant trapping still played a role in the results.
Equations were inserted into Sentaurus Process [14] using the Alagator scripting interface, using an Arrhenius dependence for kinetic terms. Point defect trapping was modeled with a relatively small 0.5 eV activation energy, but this parameter may be refined with future work. Boron trapping was assumed to be transport-limited, 3.53 eV based on diffusivity data [15] .
Coefficients were taken from a variety of sources. The oxygen trapping and emission coefficients and activation energies were fit to inert anneals, using oxygen SIMS. Boron trapping was calibrated to a separate experiment where the diffused boron overlapped the OI layers. Dopant and point defect emission were considered insignificant at these temperatures. Vacancy trapping, not important to this experiment, was calibrated to experiments with arsenic implants. Vacancy calibration is ongoing and will be published in the future. Point defect recombination was set to a plausible value but was insignificant due to a dearth of vacancies. The interstitial trapping coefficient was treated as the single process fitting parameter for anneals up to 850 C, with the trapping capacity fitted to the 900 C anneal. The 875 C anneal was used only for model validation.
V. RESULTS WITH OI LAYERS
The initial oxygen structure and model were calibrated using inverse modeling of oxygen SIMS, treating the oxygen profile as a series of δ-functions, subsequently convolved with the Gautier kernel for comparison to SIMS. Trapped boron was also treated as δ-functions.
A comparison between simulation and experiment for the 800 C and 850 C anneals is shown in Fig. 3 . Profiles are shown both without and with the oxidation anneals. The spike in boron at the OI region was associated with inadvertant boron incorporation into the top of the OI region, modeled as a trapped boron dose of 3 × 10 11 /cm 2 . Setting the peak interstitial trapping coefficient to 3 × 10 −15 cm 3 /sec per OI layer oxygen atom at 850 C, with an activation energy of 0.5 eV, produces credible fits to all profiles. In each case a shift, attenuation, and widening of the upper marker profile is well reproduced, with the exception of the silicon immediately above the OI region, where boron VOLUME 6, 2018 1175 concentration is overestimated. The increased diffusion of the upper peak is due to this peak being exposed to the interstitial flux from the surface oxidation. The upper boron marker shifts deeper because the interstitial concentration decreases closer to the OI region. Boron is more mobile toward the surface, less mobile toward the OI region. Thus boron tends to accumulate closer to the OI region. In contrast, there is substantially reduced diffusion of the buried peaks.
A comparison between experiment and simulation for the 875 C and 900 C anneals is shown in Fig. 4 . Substantial reduction in the diffusion of the buried boron layer is evident in both cases. The 900 C result was sensitive to the modeling of the interstitial trapping capacity, and was used to calibrate the capacity of the OI layer for point defect trapping to one point defect per three oxygen atoms. The 900 C data also show the importance of modeling boron trapping, which increases through the OI region.
VI. INTERSTITIAL EVOLUTION
Key to the modeling of these results is the evolution of the interstitial profiles. Interstitial concentrations integrated over the top micrometer of the structure are plotted in Fig. 5 . Plots are shown for an oxidizing anneal (corresponding to the experiment) and in an inert anneal (simulation only). Oxidation increases the interstitial population, but the OI layers reduce the interstitial populations, according to the calibrated model. Interstitials, and therefore boron diffusion, is reduced even under inert anneal conditions.
The baseline inert curve is particularly interesting due to the peak. For times 0 to 2 seconds, the interstitials are increasing due to increased generation at the anneal temperature relative to room temperature. However, during the interval from 2 to 300 seconds, the vacancy concentration (not shown) reaches a level sufficient to substantially increase interstitial-vacancy recombination, and interstitial populations decrease. Finally after 300 seconds a steadystate equilibrium is reached. Oxidation without OI layers reduces the time lag to maximal interstitial concentration to 100 msec, and maintains a high concentration throughout the anneal. With OI layers rapid trapping of interstitials reduces transient effects.
According to the model, the OI region reduces the bulk interstitial population by trapping. Trapped interstitials increase with time unless they are emitted (with a zero rate here), recombine with trapped vacancies (which have a low concentration here), or until available trapping sites are saturated. The total trapped interstitial concentration is plotted in Fig. 6 . The trapped oxygen concentration is more than three times the trapped interstitial concentration, so the interstitial trapping continues through the anneal.
A key to this analysis is that the OI region reduces interstitial concentrations during oxidation, in some cases below the level of inert anneals without OI layers, implying reduced boron diffusion. In contrast, the insertion of Si-Ge-C into silicon [9] was shown to reduce diffusion during oxidation 1176 VOLUME 6, 2018 only to a comparable level to what was observed during an "inert" anneal, although the claimed inert profile exhibited enhanced diffusion relative to what we predicted with Sentaurus Process simulations of the same anneal condition [11] , implying only partial suppression of OED in their work, since the "inert" anneal was not truly inert. Table 1 shows parametric improvements from adding OI layers to a commercial 130 nm process, including reduced transistor variability (transistors at different parts of the die) and improved transistor matching (transistors in adjacent matched pairs). A retrograde channel profile with a buried dopant peak provided by the OI region separates dopants from the channel, reducing the sensitivity of threshold voltage to local stochastic dopant variation [3] . Both n-FETs and p-FETs improved, demonstrating an advantage to both acceptor and donor channel profiles. The simulated performance enhancement of using OI layers at the punch-through stopper layer of a 22 nm node FinFET were published in [6] . The advantage of steeper punch-through stopper doping gradients to a 7/8 nm node FinFET was documented in [4] and [5] . Accurately modeling a CMOS process requires calibrated treatment of both vacancies and interstitials, as well as the trapping of arsenic and phosphorus in addition to boron. Results of such experiments will be presented in a future publication.
VII. CMOS INTEGRATION

VIII. CONCLUSION
Buried oxygen layers were effective at trapping interstitials generated by surface oxidation, reducing the diffusion of epitaxially-formed boron profiles. Modeling the boron diffusion required modeling the evolution of the oxygen and the interaction of the oxygen with interstitials and boron. Integration of these oxygen layers into a CMOS process improved device matching and drive current by reducing dopant diffusion.
